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Introduction

“This Recommendation is addressed to Member States, both as AI actors and as authorities 
responsible for developing legal and regulatory frameworks throughout the entire AI system 
life cycle, and for promoting business responsibility. It also provides ethical guidance to all AI 
actors, including the public and private sectors, by providing a basis for an ethical impact 
assessment of AI systems throughout their life cycle…”



Integrating 
Recommendations 
at the Local Level



AI Localism: The Responsible Use and Design of Artificial 
Intelligence at the Local Level

“... cities shape our world–not only the economy but its ideas, culture, and 
policies. On the front lines of our greatest challenges, cities drive the most 
innovative solutions …”



AI Localism Repository





Incorporating Recommendations at the City Level

● By implementing the Recommendations at the 
local level, we may prevent fragmentation 
among cities. 

● Ethical impact assessments at the city level may 
be more effective in identifying and addressing 
the risks of AI technologies in a timely manner. 

● A multi-stakeholder approach, as prescribed by 
the Recommendations, has already proven 
effective at the local level and would be 
straightforward to implement. 

● Developing tools at the local level could more 
closely align with priorities to meet the needs of 
vulnerable populations. 



Assessing AI Localism initiatives 



Acquiring the 
Social License 
to Use AI



Fostering Dialogue

“The objectives of this Recommendation are:…
(d) to foster multi-stakeholder, multidisciplinary and pluralistic dialogue and 
consensus building about ethical issues relating to AI systems; ”



The Data Assembly: A Public Deliberation on the Re-Use of 
Data

● A collaboration among and between citizens, 
civil rights organizations, key data holders and 
policymakers

● Our goals were to:

○ Identify varying concerns, expectations, 
and opportunities surrounding data 
re-use;

○ Co-design innovative solutions and 
design principles 

● Primary outcome: the Responsible Data Re-Use 
Framework

● A similar model could be implemented in the 
context of ethical AI technologies. 



The Responsible Data Re-Use Framework



Fostering Public Conversations around the Use of AI

● The Data Assembly model 
translates well to the context of 
ethical AI technologies and could 
be used to acquire the social 
license needed to ethically and 
effectively use AI at scale. 

● The scope and applicability of the 
UNESCO Recommendations make 
them an excellent foundation for 
public conversations around the 
use of AI at all levels.  



Considerations for Public Engagement

Citizens

● How can governments include all segments of their 
population in deliberative exercises? 

● How to prevent capture of certain processes by 
distinctive groups of citizens that might have a 
particular agenda?

Civil Society and Academia

● What role do civil society and academia play in 
representing voices not heard?

Key Steps

● Stakeholder mapping and impact assessments

● Design different scenarios to measure expectations



Public Engagement: Key Actors



https://aiethicscourse.org/



www.thegovlab.org


